In this paper, a methodology for limnimeter and rain-gauge fault detection and isolation (FDI) 
INTRODUCTION 25 26
Sewer networks are complex large-scale systems which require highly sophisticated supervisory-control systems to ensure 27 that high performance can be achieved and maintained under adverse operating conditions. Most cities around the world have 28 sewage systems that combine sanitary and storm water flows within the same network. This is why these networks are known using experimental data (Duchesne, 2001 ). However, as also discussed in (Duchesne, 2001 ), where there is not enough slope 126 in the sewer, the backwater effect could appear leading to a complex relation between flow and level that can not be explained 127 by a static relation as the Manning formula. In the sewer network locations where the backwater effect is important, the use of 128 a flow meter instead of a limnimeter is advisable.
130
Limnimeters can be monitored in rain scenarios 1 using an on-line rainfall-runoff model of the sewer network that characterizes 145 146 1 In dry scenarios, to monitor limnimeters a different modelling approach (based on time series) could be used to exploit the temporal redundancy existing in the sensor measurements. These measurements follow the patterns of consumer drinking water demands with daily and weekly cycles as the flow meters in a drinking water network. In Quevedo et. al (2010) , an approach to detect faults in flow meters in a drinking water network. 
194
The most correlated rain-gauges correspond to the ones that are the closest in distance as discussed in (Figueras et al., 2005 are inside the prediction interval (given by bounds (10) and (11)) and, the size of intervals for parameters is minimised.
232
The identification of 0 θ and H can be carried out in two steps: In the first step, nominal vector parameter can be identified
233
(by conventional methods, i.e least squares). Then, in the second the parameter uncertainties defined by H can be computed.
234
From equations (10) and (11), the smallest intervals for parameters that satisfy 
In order to reduce the complexity of the optimization problem (12), the uncertain parameter set Θ can be parameterised such 241 that a pre-determined shape 0 H , as proposed in Blesa et al (2011) , is used. The shape 0 H can be estimated, for example,
242
from the parameter variance of estimated nominal model:
Other heuristics could also be used (for more details see 243 Blesa et al (2011) ).
244
In the case of considering 0   H H , the optimal solution of (12) is provided by: To deal with the previous issues, the FDI scheme, presented in Figure 4 , is proposed. This scheme is composed of different 270 modules that play the following role (Fig. 4 
281
-Fault isolation module reasons with the information provided by all the indicators/fault signature matrices to achieve 282 the fault isolation (see Section 5 for more details).
283
The underlying assumptions considered in the proposed FDI approach are that no multiple faults ("single fault hypothesis")
284
and faults can be modelled in an additive way as in the standard FDI approaches (Gerlter, 1998 
303

Mininum detectable
304
The effect of faults in the residual can be expressed in terms of the residual fault sensitivity that leads to the residual internal 305 form (Gertler, 1998 
310
According to Gertler (1998) , the minimum detectable fault min ( ) i f k corresponds to a size of fault that brings a residual (15) to 311 its threshold ("triggering limit"), assuming that no other faults and nuisance inputs are present.
312
When using the fault detection (16) (or (15), a fault ( ) f k will always be detected when its fault effect ( ( ) f k  ) is bigger than 313 the interval prediction thickness ( ( ) r k  ). In the case of using model (8) with parameters (9), they can be computed according 314 to (Blesa et al., 2011) as follows: 
318
Notice that minimum detectable fault defined by Eq. (17) is not a constant value, but a value that evolves dynamically and depends on the operation point (defined by ( ) k φ ). Then, the minimum steady state detectable fault can be obtained considering 
The appealing performance of this function is due to the grading that introduces when evaluating the residual in order to rules to obtain those matrices from (19) are derived can be found in (Meseguer, 2007; 2009 
406
 The diagnostic error rate defined as the average percentage of wrong diagnoses. An error rate of 0 is desirable.
407
Thus, the optimal point in the error rate/diagnostic resolution-plane is (0/1). Figure 6 shows how the different methods are 408 positioned in this plane. It can be noticed that the proposed method is the one that approaches the most to the optimal point. ( 1) ( 500 Figure 12 shows the time evolution of fault isolation factors (factor01, factorsign, factorsensit, factororder and factortime).
501
The fault isolation process starts after the first residual r 27 0 is activated at time instant 4000 s (see Figure 11 ). Using only 502 binary information (factor01), the fault candidates would be first L 27 but later L 03 , as it can be seen from Figure 12 . This is due 503 to the fact that the first the residual r 27 0 activates, but later it is deactivated (lack of persistence in the fault signal indication 
508
Moreover, from the factortime, the FDI module knows that the fault isolation process is ended and it has not to wait until the 509 end of the time window. (18)).
522
On the other hand, regarding fault isolation performance, the minimum isolable fault corresponding to each fault can be 523 obtained by finding the maximum of the minimum detectable faults associated to all the residuals that are sensitive to this fault.
524
This fact implies that the minimum isolable fault in case of the proposed approach will be smaller than in the case of the 525 standard FDI approach. The reason is related to the fact that in the proposed approach the minimum detectable fault size is 526
given by the maximum value of the residual fault sensitivity as discussed above. The telemetry system of Barcelona sewer network contains 22 rain gauges that are connected to the CLABSA control centre 540 and provide the rain intensity every 5 minutes. Figure 13 presents the location of those rain-gauges on the Barcelona map.
541
Each rain gauge is represented by a small square and a name (black squares correspond to the rain-gauges used in the test 542 catchment presented in Fig. 7 , while red squares are the rest of rain-gauges of the sewer network). Spatial models for rain-543 gauges are derived from the correlation analysis (based on the computation of the correlation matrix) between all the existent 544 rain-gauges in the telemetry system. This allows deriving which are the most correlated rain-gauges with a given rain-gauge under test. These correlation analyses have been applied not only to a particular rain scenario but to a 48 rain scenarios in a 5 546 year rain-data records. The result of the correlation analysis for the whole set of rain-gauges of the Barcelona sewer network is 547 presented in the table presented in Figure 14 . In this Once the most correlated rain-gauges have been derived the following question to answer is how many rain-gauge should be 556 considered in order to build a fault detection model for a given rain-gauge. To answer this question, there is a compromise 557 between fault detection and fault isolation model properties. An increase in the number of rain-gauges used to model the rain-gauge under test improves the model prediction quality, but decreases the capacity to isolate the faulty rain-gauge due to a 559 model is affected by the faults of more rain-gauges. In Figueras et al. (2005) , it has been shown that three rain-gauges,
560
providing the 70% of data variance, was a good number in this application since provide the best trade-off between model 561 quality and fault isolation capabilities in case of multiple sequential faults. Figure 15 presents the fault signature matrix in case 562 that the three most correlated rain-gauges are used to build the models. from rain-gauge P 9 are compared with their corresponding prediction interval generated using an interval model built from the 593 three most correlated rain-gauges (P 17 , P 18 and P 19 ) (see Figure 18 ). Figure 19 and 20 presents the residuals corresponding to 594 rain-gauges P 17 and P 18 where rain-gauge P 9 is also used according to the fault signature matrix in Figure 15 . Figure 21 595 presents the time evolution of factorsensit for the rain-gauges P 9 , P 17 and P 18 . It can be noticed that P 9 will be proposed as the 
620
Finally, the proposed FDI system is applied to several real scenarios providing promising results in order to be applied in real-621 time operation. As a further work the proposed method will be applied to faults in actuators. Currently, the proposed FDI 622 method is being integrated with MPC control system of the sewer network in order to validate rain-gauges and limnimeters 623 readings. In case that some instrument is in faulty situation, some fault tolerance mechanism should be activated to allow the 624 control system to continue in operation. The design of these fault tolerance mechanisms are also currently under development. 
667 with the sensitivity defined as
. Although, the sensitivity depends on time in case of a dynamic system, here the 668 steady-state value after a fault occurrence is considered as it was also suggested in (Gertler, 1998 
